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up in the humanities. At the risk of upsetting your
precious > > > view of the world, consider that you
could probably explain the > > > recent uprising in
Egypt and the US election by pointing to > > the >
> > idealism of the new generation. A lot of them

were raised in the > > > Western democracies and
have been brought up to believe that > >

democracy > > > and equality are natural and self
evident truths. They have also > > > had no

exposure to political power being held by those that
are > > > not like them, hence they have no

understanding of the complexity > > of > > > what
is really going on. The mistake was to assume that
they > > > automatically > > > would like equality

and freedom. They would have preferred > >
freedom > > > within the constraints of equality

and enjoyed equality without > > the > > >
limitations of freedom. I am only pointing this out as
I had > > the > > > same views and was (as is the
case now) ignorant of the many > > > people in the
world who despise democracy and equality. > > >

> Some of the people in question already embraced
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the ideal of > > democracy. > > They > > >
wanted the freedom to run their lives how they

wanted to. > > Apparently > > > their lives were
good as they didn't want any change. So > > >

peaceful they lived in ignorance and bliss. It wasn't
until > > after > > > 2000 in the US that they

started to see how other live lived > > and > > > it
took another 2000 to realise that it wasn't just them
that > > > had the wrong view of democracy. Those

that believed in > > freedom > > > were in for a
shock when they saw the power of those that > >

weren't > > > like them. Those that believed
equality was a natural right > > > were in > > >
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created.Zach Parise and Ryan Suter, the best
forwards on the New Jersey Devils' roster entering
the 2012-13 season, announced Thursday they will
remain together next season, agreeing to a four-
year, $28 million contract extension that keeps
them in a Devils uniform through the 2021-22

campaign. Selected first and second overall by the
Devils in the 2008 NHL Entry Draft, Parise will earn
$11.75 million annually beginning with the 2013-14

season, and Suter will make $10 million over the
first three years of his deal. Following a June 21
meeting between Parise and Suter and Devils

General Manager Lou Lamoriello in Carpinteria,
California, Lamoriello told ESPNNewYork.com that he

expected the two would agree to stay together.
Parise and Suter met July 9 in Arizona, where they
and Lamoriello had a lengthy meeting to iron out

the final details of their contract extension. "We've
grown as players from those first couple of years.

We've really grown together. We have a great
camaraderie," Parise told reporters Thursday at the
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Devils' practice facility. "We've improved as players
together. We're getting better together. I think the
fans are going to notice the improvement." Parise,

24, and Suter, 26, are closing in on the halfway
point of their new contracts. They would become

unrestricted free agents after the 2013-14 season.
"Zach and Ryan have always been good

teammates," Devils captain Andy Greene told
ESPNNewYork.com. "They respect the other's game.

They aren't afraid to put in their own shots. When
they're on their game, they're like a couple of

second-line centers, they're so hard to play against."
Parise, the Devils' No. 1 center, produced 48 points

(23 goals, 25 assists) in 50 games last season,
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